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Laser uses water molecules
to save teeth and avoid
surgery
By MATTHEW BARBOUR
PUBLISHED: 00:00, 3 June 2012 | UPDATED: 00:00, 3 June 2012

No one wants to lose a tooth to gum disease, but with 90 per
cent of us expected to develop the condition in some form,
and ten per cent of us highly susceptible to it, it is a real
possibility.

Periodontitis is the worst type of gum disease and the main
cause of tooth loss in the UK. An inflammation of the gums,
ligaments and bone that support the teeth (collectively known
as the periodontium), at its most advanced stage only surgery
can treat it.

But new laser dentistry now provides a far less invasive cure –
often carried out without the need for anaesthetic.

All smiles: Jamie Bishop was surprised by how easy the procedure
was
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WaterLase treats periodontitis and other periodontal
problems. A mix of water and air is sprayed into the mouth
through a handpiece and at the same time the laser causes
water molecules to explode, cleaning away diseased tissue.
The laser itself does not come into contact with the body.

The applications are vast: the laser can whiten teeth, treat
tooth decay, help perform extractions, cure sensitivity to hot
and cold by blocking the pores of the teeth, and cut enamel
and bone.

‘People think of lasers and heat but because water is used to
cut, no heat is involved,’ says Jackie Cooper, of Henry Schein,
the dental equipment company that distributes the lasers in
the UK.

‘The process is painless. All people hear and feel is a harmless
popping in their mouths as the water molecules explode.’

A major cause of periodontitis is poor oral hygiene that allows
plaque – bacteria – to build up and harden to become tartar,
which is difficult to remove.

Some people have a genetic predisposition to gum disease,
but other triggers include underlying medical conditions (such
as diabetes), certain immunosuppressant drugs, stress and
poor nutrition.

Symptoms include swollen or bleeding and receding gums.
Teeth may ache, become loose and eventually fall out.

Traditional surgery involves cutting and moving the gum to
one side, scraping away scar tissue on the gums and drilling
the bone to smooth it. A bone graft may be inserted before the
gum is sewn up. The work takes 90 minutes for each quarter
of the mouth.

The laser is able to remove bacteria without the need for
surgery by agitating water in the gum and creating a shock
wave that kills the bugs.

One laser does many jobs, says Rana Al-Falaki, of Al-FaPerio
Clinic, Buckhurst Hill, Essex. As a result she performs more
non-surgical laser work on patients that would previously have
been recommended for surgery. 
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Gum disease is the main cause of tooth loss in the UK

‘With the laser I can get in much deeper to remove tartar and
bacteria,’ she says.

Once the microbes have been removed, the laser is used to
score the surface of the bone and the outside of the gum. This
creates a clean environment that encourages bone growth.

Some US specialists no longer use scalpels, cutting only with a
laser, and because of the time it saves it’s cheaper than
traditional surgery, which can cost as much as £900 per
quarter of the mouth. On average, treating the entire mouth
non-surgically with a laser costs £700 to £900.

Jamie Bishop, a hire-company technician from Irchester, near
Northampton, had periodontal disease. He was recommended
a course of four, half-hour laser treatments by his dentist,
Nicola Ritchie, at a cost of £95 each. Apart from the miniature
needle used to numb his gums he says he felt very little of the
treatment.

‘It makes you wince if it catches a sensitive part. But to have
something done you’d think was quite major with no after-
effects is incredible.’

Ritchie says: ‘Lasers allow me to raise the bar in terms of what
I can offer without having to refer to a specialist, which can be
expensive. They are revolutionising the industry.’
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Glitz, glam... and
selfies! Stars get ready
for the 69th annual
Emmy Awards in LA
with host Stephen
Colbert
 

'I don't envision
marriage - I'm 24!': Miley
Cyrus reveals there is
NO wedding planning
with beau Liam
Hemsworth at the
moment
 

Daisy Lowe works her
sartorial flair in a figure-
hugging blue dress
while Olga Kurylenko
amps up the drama in a
strapless black number
at the Roland Mouret
SS18 show during LFW
 

Leggy Pixie Lott
dazzles in semi-sheer
tunic dress as she leads
the glamour at star-
studded Temperley
London Fashion Week
show
 

Aidan Turner's just-as-
hunky shirtless stunt
double is spotted
braving chilly waters on
the Cornish coast while
filming dramatic scenes
for the latest series of
Poldark

Ben Affleck flashes a
big grin during LA date
with Lindsay Shookus...
after hunting for NYC
apartments together
 

A lady in leather!
Hailey Baldwin wears an
edgy outfit and movie
star sunglasses as she
is spotted during
London Fashion Week
 

A siren in scarlet!
Actress Rachel McCord
rocks a plunging
jumpsuit for book
signing in Los Angeles
 

Vicky Pattison flaunts
her toned figure and
ample cleavage in a
slogan swimsuit for
sizzling beach
photoshoot in Marbella

'I totally had a
breakdown!': Foo
Fighters frontman Dave
Grohl reveals he shed
tears in his dressing
room while touring with
a broken leg
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Single looks good on
her! Fergie is sexier
than ever in busty
bodysuit as she
performs in Rio... after
announcing split from
husband Josh Duhamel

George Clooney takes
a break from dad duties
as he heads out for
dinner with pals Rande
Gerber and Bono... days
after admitting his new
twins make him cry four
times a day

It's over! Lana Del Rey
'splits' from beau G-
Eazy after five months
of dating... as he's
'moved on to Halsey'

'She's a fame seeking
slapper': Pregnant
Coleen Rooney 'slams
Wayne party girl Laura
Simpson', pals claim...
as WAG enjoys night
out amid woes
 

Lady in red! Karrueche
Tran sports oversized
track suit and bralette
for night out in Los
Angeles

Little Mix star Jesy
Nelson shows off her
curves in an edgy
denim dress as she
makes rare public
appearance with new
flame Harry James

Best of British:

Advertisement
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Best of British:
Supermodels Cara
Delevingne, Naomi
Campbell and Kate
Moss unite to lead the
glamour at Burberry's
London show
 

Sarah Paulson turns
head in a dramatic
plunging leather
ensemble while Reese
Witherspoon slips into a
tiny black dress

'I did some not very
nice things': Ulrika
Jonsson admits she
regrets cheating on her
first husband

Dawn French asks
'What have we done?'
as she slams
promiscuous binge-
drinking young women
made stars by reality TV
as being 'like the men
we hoped we would
never be' 
 

David Jason, 77,
enjoys a joke with co-
stars on the set of Still
Open All Hours... as
filming continues in
Doncaster for series
four Christmas special
 

Rock 'n' Roll Star!
Lennon Gallagher is the
spitting image of dad
Liam as he joins Jude
Law and Sadie Frost's
daughter Iris at
glittering Burberry LFW
show
 

Hot pink! Ariel Winter
wraps her curves in
bubblegum colored
latex while celebrating
beau Levi Meaden's
birthday

Daddy-daughter day
out! David Beckham
melts hearts as he buys
flowers with Harper, 6,
while Victoria waits in
their brand new Bentley
4x4

'The way I was treated
was disgusting!':
Jourdan Dunn wows at
her LFW bash... before
slamming nightclub for
not letting her in
'because she's black'

Leggy Hailey Baldwin
flaunts her slender
figure in a grey bodycon
dress as she keeps a
low profile at
Missguided bash during
London Fashion Week

She left her shirt at
home! Sarah Silverman,
46, flashes her bra
under suit as she
shines at Battle Of The
Sexes premiere with
Emma Stone
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Emma Stone

Victoria Beckham
looks chic in an
oversized powder blue
blazer and wide leg
jeans as she runs
errands after her her
show during LFW

(Go To) Working It!
Nadine Coyle slips into
a striking red trouser
suit and gold killer
heels as she performs
her new single Go To
Work at G-A-Y

Jersey Shore vet
JWoww shows off her
assets in black bra and
knotted shirt as she
stops by Pilot and GBK
Emmy gift lounge
 

Patrick
Schwarzenegger dons
pink sportswear style
jacket and baseball cap
to dine out with his
leggy model girlfriend
Abby Champion 

Cally-Jane Beech
flaunts her tiny waist in
sexy jersey dress at
LFW... amid claims
she's been spending
'quality time' with her
Love Island ex Luis
Morrison

Sizzling Bella Thorne
channels her inner
Playboy bunny as she
flashes her assets with
raunchy fishnet bralet
and figure-hugging red
tutu dress for wild night
out

'Back in my jean
shorts!': Serena
Williams shares
impressive weight loss
just two weeks after
welcoming her baby
daughter
 

Alicia Keys causes a
stir in Rio De Janeiro as
she is stopped by police
for a routine car check...
but ends up being
mobbed by fans

Cat lady chic? Anya
Hindmarch showcases
bizarre furry sliders and
fluffy handbags
adorned with googly
eyes as she kicks off
London Fashion Week

'They have had some
arguments that would
make a gangster blush':
Mel B's friend Jim
Byrnes claims he 'never
saw Stephen Belafonte
raise a hand' to her 

Curves ahead!
Rihanna flaunts her
cleavage in low-cut pink
jumpsuit for NYC
dinner... adding
diamonds and red
lipstick
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lipstick

Sofia Richie, 19, 'has
fallen for Scott Disick,
34, and they are
hooking up' as the two
have been seen
together for past
several weeks
 

Katie Holmes rocks a
casual beige knit and
cropped jeans as she
steps out after finally
going public with
boyfriend Jamie Foxx

Something's afoot
here! Simon Cowell
ditches his shoes
during sun-soaked
stroll with his stunning
girlfriend Lauren
Silverman in Beverly
Hills
 

A picture of health!
Olivia Newton-John
beams at the ONJ
Wellness Walk and
Research Run in
Melbourne as she
battles cancer for the
second time

The gang's all here!
Alec Baldwin, 59, and
his wife Hilaria, 33, are
casual chic as they take
ALL three kids out for a
stroll in NYC

SPOILER ALERT:
Megan McKenna and
Georgia Kousoulou lock
horns as 'girl band'
reunion turns sour on
TOWIE
 

Sneaking out the back!
Kendall Jenner keeps a
low profile as she
enjoys another dinner
date with NBA hunk
Blake Griffin

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Embattled Katie Price
cuts a glum figure as
she's accompanied by
her children to visit
ailing mother Amy...
after terminal diagnosis

Blac Chyna 'asking
Rob Kardashian for
seven figure settlement'
for revenge porn... after
being awarded $20k a
month in child support
 

Gemma Oaten puts on
a glamorous display in
crushed velvet dress as
she cosies up to
boyfriend Scott Walker
at Kolchagov Barba
show during London
Fashion Week

George Michael's
close friend and former
bandmate Shirlie says
she is struggling to
move on and describes
heartache at wild
speculation about the
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speculation about the
cause of his death
 

Is everything OK?
Ruby Rose
mysteriously deletes
ALL Instagram photos
of her girlfriend Jessica
Origliasso from the last
10 months

Natural beauty!
Makeup-free Ashley
Graham flashes her
bountiful cleavage in
risque selfie

'He's sorting his
problems': Katie Price
hints she will forgive
cheating husband
Kieran Hayler... before
calling him a 'w****r' as
he watches on during
public speaking tour 
 

Puppy love! Selma
Blair cuts a stylish
figure in jeans and a T-
shirt with son Arthur
Saint and their new dog

'He gave me clarity
and strength':
Emotional Mel B reveals
her late dad gave her
the courage to get her
'life back on track' in
heartfelt tribute

Glam! Kylie Jenner
posts VERY close-up
shots of her new lip kit
line... days after
debuting a seemingly
new pout
 

Perfect pins! Maria
Sharapova shows off
her endless legs at LA
premiere of Battle of the
Sexes
Grand Slam winner posed
with the tennis legend
Billie Jean King

Emma Stone gets
leggy in striped shirt-
dress beneath silver
blazer for LA premiere
of Battle of the Sexes

Angelina Jolie looks
the picture of elegance
in a flowing silk dress
and matching jacket as
she arrives at Q&A for
her new film First They
Killed My Father in LA

EOTB's Laura-Alicia
Summers flashes her
surgically-enhanced
assets in a VERY
plunging dress during
night out... after taking a
swipe at Katie Price
 

Getting her kicks!
Julia Roberts, 49,
shows off her
sensational figure on
the sidelines of her
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the sidelines of her
son's soccer game in
Malibu
 

Wayne Rooney party
girl Laura Simpson
cosies up to Jemma
Lucy's ex David Hawley
as they leave Aaron
Chalmer's MMA match
 

Body confident Iskra
Lawrence works her
famous curves in a
figure-hugging white
bardot dress and racy
thigh-high floral boots
for glitzy LFW bash

'I would like to take
you on a date to the
cavern!': Nicole
Scherzinger is left
blushing as X Factor
hopeful Russell Jones
wows her with VERY
flirtatious rendition of
Jungle Book song

No ring! Josh Duhamel
is seen without his
wedding band as he
takes son on errands in
LA... after announcing
split from wife Fergie
 

Lily Collins embraces
low-key chic in a
knotted white top and
casual trousers as she
enjoys stroll in Beverly
Hills... after Amazon
pulls the plug on her
period show The Last
Tycoon

Boardwalk Empire
actress Kelly
Macdonald separates
from husband Dougie
Payne after 14 years of
marriage

As she prepares to
play Jackie Kennedy in
the new series of The
Crown, Rellik star Jodi
Balfour reveals the
frosty friendship
between the Queen and
the First Lady
 

Curly girl! Kiernan
Shipka rocks masses of
ringlets as she delights
in quirky abstract-print
dress at FX and Vanity
Fair event

Chasing rainbows!
Queen Máxima of the
Netherlands dons a
striking multi-coloured
dress as she joins
husband Willem-
Alexander at ballet 

Winnie Harlow flaunts
her enviably long legs
in a tiny chainmail dress
as she parties at
Jourdan Dunn's fashion
launch
 

Kaia and Presley
Gerber prove they've
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Gerber prove they've
inherited supermodel
mother Cindy
Crawford's modelling
prowess as they turn
heads at London
Fashion Week
 

What trouble? Ruby
Rose and Jessica
Origlasso quash
rumours their
relationship is on the
rocks as they step out
together 

'I survived the knitting
needles': Gerard
Depardieu makes
SHOCKING claim that
he lived through his
parents' attempt to
abort him

Is that Ray Liotta?
James 'Arg' Argent
shows off the results of
his £6,500 nose job for
the first time... after
admitting he wants to
look like Hollywood star

Oh Maya! Stormzy's
girlfriend Jama exudes
glamour in a bold
paisley print gown as
she cosies up to rapper
beau at Burberry's LFW
show 
 

Classic beauty! Ashley
Judd, 49, wows in
strapless jumpsuit while
attending Paleyfest with
Berlin Station costars

Fergie sports fringed
dress with knee-high
boots in Brazil... with
Kim Kardashian's ex
bodyguard Pascal
Duvier as her security
detail
 

'She completely lost
it': Tina Malone had to
be 'physically restrained
from Chanelle McCleary
during furious nightclub
row'
 

EXCLUSIVE: 'It's time
to let someone younger
come in': Aaron
Chalmers reveals his
plans to QUIT Geordie
Shore... as he wins
second MMA match
 

Tired Brooklyn
Beckham sits on the
pavement outside his
NYC university after
moaning about 'fangirls'
at college
 

Jada Pinkett Smith 'is
a Scientologist and
played hide and seek
with Tom Cruise at his
massive estate' claims
Leah Remini 
 

Super mom! Susan
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Super mom! Susan
Sarandon, 70, carries
crutches for her injured
son Jack, 28, as he is
pushed in a wheelchair
through LAX
 

Nicki Minaj
surprises The Meadows
crowd during Future's
set... after packing on
the PDA with boyfriend
Nas
 

Crazy in Love!
Beyoncé shares
collection of photos
from her and Jay Z's
surprise date night visit
to Broadway
 

Vision in blue!
Flawless Gabrielle
Union reveals ample
cleavage in plunging
couture gown as she
dazzles on red carpet

Coffee with my
handsome Strictly
partner? That's magic,
says Debbie McGee
 

Angelina Jolie's
godmother Jacqueline
Bisset, 73, looks lovely
in a LBD at BAFTA bash
in LA
 

Geordie Shore's
Sophie Kasaei looks
UNRECOGNISABLE as
she unveils dramatic
weight loss at Aaron
Chalmer's MMA fight

Kevin Hart publicly
apologizes to pregnant
wife Eniko Parrish and
his two kids... as he
claims someone is
trying to extort money
from him over 'error'
 

'Things are going
really well': Tulisa is
dating Cher's music
producer nephew David
King... AND is staying
with him at the singer's
home in Malibu
 

Solo outing! Ben
Affleck's producer
girlfriend Lindsay
Shookus attends talent
agency bash in Los
Angeles without her
beau
 

Leggy Love Island star
Olivia Attwood looks a
tad worse for wear after
downing drinks during
wild night out
 

Audrey under the
hammer: Her style was
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hammer: Her style was
as stunning as her
looks, now Hepburn's
treasures are up for
auction as her sons
reveal the touching
tales behind each item 
 

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Defiant Love Island
stars Gabby Allen and
Marcel Somerville put
on a sizzling display
hitting back at split
rumours 

Former TOWIE star
Kate Wright, 26,
celebrates her mother's
birthday with her beau
Rio Ferdinand, 38...
after revealing she has
QUIT showbiz to focus
on him and his children
 

That's twisted!
Zendaya flaunts her flat
stomach in a quirky cut-
out jumpsuit as she
joins chic Kerry
Washington at Women
Making History Awards

'She's a warrior
princess!' Lady Gaga
sends 'prayers and love'
to Selena Gomez after
learning of her kidney
transplant 
 

CBB's Jemma Lucy
looks leggy in a tiny
playsuit out with
braless pal Charlotte
Dawson... as she
reveals plans for 2nd
Brazilian bum lift
 

Family (Rocket) man!
Sir Elton John and
David Furnish take sons
Elijah and Zachary to
see their beloved
Watford play Man City
 

Kim Kardashian is
seen talking on a cell
phone when behind the
wheel of a car... after
Pamela Anderson begs
her to stop wearing fur
in open letter

Bumping along!
Heavily pregnant Rose
Byrne enjoys stroll with
beau Bobby Cannavale
and 19-month-old son
Rocco in New York
 

Nick Knowles, 54,
steps out with
rumoured new love
interest Olivia Hallinan,
32... amid claims he
'dumped Pascal
Craymer for her'
 

Selena Gomez's best
friend Francia Raisa is
spotted for first time
since news broke she
gave the star a kidney
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GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Lady Ameila Windsor
looks every inch the
Parisian as she dons a
beret in a posey snap 
 

Meet the new missus,
guys! The incredible
moment millionaire
conservationist Damian
Aspinall's wife meets
the gorillas he bred in
the African jungle
 

GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Petra Ecclestone's is
wiping husband James
right out of her life
 

She looks familiar!
Scottish singer Nicole
Simpson returns to The
X Factor SIX YEARS
after making it through
to Bootcamp
 

She sure looks
comfortable! Khloe
Kardashian dresses
down in baggy athletic
gear for outing with
beau Tristan Thompson
 

Food fight! Pregnant
Heidi Pratt and husband
Spencer celebrate her
31st birthday with a silly
cake fight on the beach
 

Prince Charles trying
to usurp the Queen? No
way, say royal aides
Controversial claims
suggested he had a plan
entitled Project 70 

Shout Out To My
Chest! Leigh-Anne
Pinnock flaunts her
sensational figure in a
sheer top and sexy PVC
leggings at Jourdan
Dunn's fashion launch
 

A role fit for a queen!
Claire's Crowning glory
as she lands a £3million
deal to star in the
sequel to The Girl With
The Dragon Tattoo 
 

Nice ice! Mandy Moore
flashes her diamond
engagement ring at
Emmy event one week
after accepting proposal
from Taylor Goldsmith
 

She's got Cash!
Pregnant Jessica Alba
dresses her baby bump
in grey T-shirt for family
outing with husband
Warren and daughter
Haven
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Bright idea! Tori
Spelling, 44, stands out
in orange dress as she
takes four of her kids as
well as husband Dean
to Lego Ninjago Movie
premiere
 

EXCLUSIVE: 'I am
looking to facilitate a
safe space for fat
people': Mary Lambert
talks spreading body
confidence as she
announces new tour
 

Cally-Jane Beech
flashes a peek of her
trim post-baby figure in
sheer lace top and
palazzo pants at Rocky
Star SS18 show during
LFW... two months after
giving birth
 

Joan Collins' artist
son's £30,000 painting
that was stolen from a
multi-millionaire
collector has been sold
for £40... at a car boot
sale in Kent 
 

Beating the blues!
Tallia Storm flashes her
cleavage in racy cut-out
bra and quirky joggers
as she attends Jasper
Conran SS18 show
during LFW
 

The little orphan who
got her claws into my
heart, by HRH
PRINCESS MICHAEL OF
KENT: The unique bond
between a cheetah cub
and the girl who
adopted her
 

Strictly Come Dancing
star Reverend Richard
Coles reveals he has
quit his heavenly pork
pies to help his moves
on the BBC show  
 

The good life!
Designer Tommy
Hilfiger is seen
boarding his yacht in
Italy with pretty wife
Dee... after Gigi Hadid
stunned in his new
campaign
 

Puppy love: Selena
Gomez steps out with
new pooch Charlie she
shares with boyfriend
The Weeknd...after
revealing her kidney
transplant
 

Still in a summer
mood! Hilary Duff
shows off her legs in
Daisy Duke shorts while
grabbing cupcakes with
son Luca in Los
Angeles
 

Is it on backwards?
Makeup-free Emma
Stone models a unique
top that appears to be
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top that appears to be
on the wrong way as
she hits private party in
Beverly Hills
 

Rainbow rocker!
Kesha flashes the flesh
as she puts on a racy
show at KAABOO
Festival after
celebrating her
comeback album going
number one
 

Sheer impracticality!
Calvin Klein's new $2k
see-through sweaters
SELL OUT as dedicated
followers of fashion
shell out for the
emperors new clothes
 

Bra-vo! Demi Lovato
flashes the flesh in
skimpy bikini top while
promoting her new
album as she praises
her pal Selena Gomez
as a 'strong woman'
 

Girls trip! Singer
Kelsea Ballerini
celebrates bachelorette
party in Las Vegas with
Jennifer Lopez...but her
BFF Taylor Swift is
nowhere to be seen
 

It's a first for Oscar-
winner Jennifer
Lawrence! Her new
chiller Mother! gets a
rare F grade on
CinemaScore
 

I love you a latte! Meg
Ryan rests her head on
beau John
Mellencamp's shoulder
as they enjoy coffee
together during
romantic outing

Winnie Harlow and
Georgia May Jagger
storm the runway while
Daisy Lowe and Hailey
Baldwin lead the best of
the street style at
London Fashion Week
 

And many more!
Gorgeous Modern
Family star Sofia
Vergara celebrates her
son Manolo's birthday
with family and friends
in LA
 

Liquid sunshine!
Kiernan Shipka brings
petal power in yellow
dress to BAFTA Tea
Party ahead of the
Emmy Awards
 

Saturday blues!
Selena Gomez keeps
her head down in New
York City after her 127m
Instagram followers
react to her kidney
transplant
 

Still smoldering! Tara
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Still smoldering! Tara
Reid, 41, steps out in
crimson dress with
thigh-high slit at the
Television Industry
Advocacy Awards
 

Born to run! Christy
Turlington, 48, looks in
top shape as she heads
out for a morning jog in
NYC with sports bra
that flashes her abs
 

Lindsay Lohan puts on
a leggy display in a
plunging black gown
with a risqué thigh high
split at Madrid Fashion
Week
 

A vision in white!
Olivia Munn looks
terrific in lace dress as
she lights up the
premiere of The Lego
Ninjago movie in West
Hollywood
 

Nothing getting her
down! Jessica Biel
takes son to breakfast
in LA... after she is
named in lawsuit for
taking tips from staff at
her fancy restaurant Au
Fudge
 

Vogue Williams
parades her bronzed
legs in thigh-grazing
miniskirt and a pretty
star-print shirt at Henry
Holland SS18 show
during LFW
 

Alexa Chung cuts a
casual figure in leather
shirt and jeans as she
leads the front row
glamour at London
Fashion Week JW
Anderson showcase

It's final! Casey
Affleck's divorce from
Summer Phoenix is
signed off by a judge as
the actor is 'ordered to
pay spousal and child
support'
 

'I tucked into a lot of
drugs': Robbie Williams
reveals he was so high
when he met wife Ayda
Field that he started
'CLUCKING like a
chicken' on first date

Stocking up! Jamie-
Lynn Sigler shows off
her baby bump while
shopping for maternity
clothes... after talking
about having MS while
pregnant
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WEIGHT WATCHERS

Say yes to the food you
love! Everything is still
on the menu.

more

Today's headlines Most Read
DR ELLIE CANNON: Breast cancer has
stalked my family for generations... but
here's why the NHS won't test me...

What is the best 'diet clock' for you? Expert
reveals whether you should try the 5:2, the
6:1 or even the...

How to stop snoring in just five minutes a
day: Top ear, nose and throat consultant
reveals the secret to a...

Almost half of Brits would rather sacrifice sex
for a whole YEAR than give up their daily
dose of sugar,...

Do your health kicks always fail? Read
this! Experts break down the triggers that
ruin get-fit regimes - and...

Ask the pharmacist: Is it best to have a flu jab
in the morning?

Pizzas, burgers and crisps will all have to
SHRINK under official Government plans
to cut calories by 10%

An end to stubborn love handles? New skin
patch reduces lingering fat by 20% in
scientific study

Poor diet linked to one in five deaths,
major global study warns

Acid attack victim, 21, bravely shares the
results of painful surgery - after being scarred
for life by her...

Chemicals released after brief, intense
exercise can slow the growth of breast
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exercise can slow the growth of breast
cancer tumours

Teenagers are jetlagged on Mondays - and
not because they've flown back from a
holiday! Erratic sleep...

Brain-eating amoebas are probably
thriving in Florida's warm, stagnant
waters lingering after Hurricane...

Children relentlessly bullied for being small or
fat WON'T be unhappy as an adult, reveals
20-year study...

Is this why Bruce Willis and Vin Diesel
have sex appeal? Bald men are perceived
as being more masculine,...

MORE HEADLINES

MORE DON'T MISS
Princess Margaret the

maneater: Life on her
island hideaway was
'like a cross between
Balmoral and an Ibiza
hen party' writes CRAIG
BROWN
 

Is this Strictly's new
siren? Playboy model
and professional dancer
Nadiya Bychkova is a
'sexually-charged
woman' who men 'can't
help falling for'
 

'We're back in
business!': Lena
Dunham announces
new HBO show as she
says she's feeling better
after fifth surgery to
treat her endometriosis
 

Still a blonde
bombshell! Red Sonja
star Brigitte Nielsen, 54,
looks lovely in a risque
bustier and snazzy
white blazer as she hits
Emmy lounge
 

Style surprise! Kristin
Cavallari dons strange
nude top under short
black romper for coffee
run in West Hollywood
 

Jennifer Metcalfe
likens her pregnancy to
a nine month
HANGOVER after
suffering from 'every
symptom' there is (but
says she's more body
confident than ever)

'Smart and strong like
her mama!' Serena
Williams shares
precious photo of
newborn daughter
Alexis flexing her little
arms

Daisy Lowe flaunts her
endless legs in a stylish
kimono dress for LFW...
as she brings dog
Monty to enjoy the VIP
treatment at the star-
studded event 

Louisa Johnson looks
quirky in orange leather
Bardot top and tartan
trousers as she joins
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trousers as she joins
chic Nicola Roberts at
Markus Lupfer's SS18
LFW show
 

NOW look what you
made her do! Taylor
Swift dons zombie
makeup in new making-
of clip for her smash-hit
video

Chic Lauren Goodger
flashes a defiant smile
after breaking down
over split from jailbird
beau Joey Morrison as
she leads the star-
studded glamour at
Diversity In Media
Awards
 

Leggy Olivia Buckland
showcases her svelte
frame in a thigh-
skimming lace dress...
as she joins glamorous
Gabby Allen and Tina
Stinnes for beauty bash

Wayne Rooney party
girl Laura Simpson
leaves NOTHING to the
imagination as she
flaunts her braless
chest at star-studded
MMA match
 

'He's been very
caring': Selena Gomez
steps out with The
Weeknd in NYC... who
has been one of her
'biggest supports'
during her kidney
transplant
 

Sally Draper... you've
changed! Kiernan
Shipka, 17, looks a
world away from her
Mad Men days in a
floral-themed crop top
and maxi skirt at pre-
Emmys parties
 

New Career in TV?
Nicole Kidman heads
into the Emmy Awards
as favourite to take out
Outstanding Lead
Actress for her role in
Big Little Lies
 

Plane clothes! Jet-
setter Emma Stone
keeps casual in a
sweater, jeans and a
baseball cap as she
flies back to LAX
 

Bouncing beauty!
Ashley Graham is
nearly NAKED as she
jumps on a hotel bed in
skimpy bra and panties
 

Eye carumba! Hailey
Baldwin rocks as she
commands attention on
the runway at Matty
Bovan's London
Fashion Week
presentation
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Beck to basics!
Victoria Beckham
flashes her nipples in
classically chic silk
shirt and high-waisted
jeans as she steps out
for busy day in NYC

Comedy legend David
Jason, 77, shoots a
grumpy glance at co-
star Tim Healy's garish
shell suit as he returns
as Granville for Still
Open All Hours
 

She doesn't age!
Marilu Henner, 65, looks
sensational in trendy
jean jacket as she
attends Emmy event...
34 years after her hit TV
show Taxi ended
 

'I was extremely
disappointed': Emily
Ratajkowski reveals
French magazine
photoshopped her lips
and breasts for cover
shot
 

Former Girls Aloud
star Nadine Coyle rocks
a white off the shoulder
jumpsuit at Diversity in
Media awards night... as
her comeback single
reaches number one on
Spotify Viral chart

The couple that shops
together! Sharon
Osbourne ventures out
for a spending spree
with husband Ozzy...
after admitting he
cheated on her with
numerous women

'Never say never':
Madonna says she
hasn't ruled out
adopting more kids... as
she talks about opening
first-ever children's
hospital in Malawi
 

Iskra Lawrence puts
on a VERY busty
display and flashes her
abs in a tiny PVC crop
top and flared trousers  
 

Gaz Beadle avoids
awkward run-in with ex
Charlotte Crosby... as
he joins pregnant
girlfriend Emma McVey
to support Aaron
Chalmers at MMA fight

TOWIE's Megan
McKenna shows off her
style credentials in a
smart look during
LFW... after revealing
her slim figure is due to
a lifelong disease

X Factor hopeful
Amrick Channa has a
secret television past
and has already
appeared on The Voice
and Come Dine With Me
along with other shows
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along with other shows

Kristina Rihanoff
flaunts her hourglass
curves in a figure-
hugging black gown as
she cosies up to her
beau Ben Cohen at
charity ball
 

Lady Amelia Windsor
dazzles in an elegant
floral gown and fur
jacket as she attends
LFW... after being
snapped up as a Dolce
& Gabbana model 
 

'Go f**k yourselves':
Chrissy Teigen smiles
as she carries daughter
Luna through Heathrow
after slamming reports
of marriage troubles
with John Legend
 

The Crown's Claire
Foy and Matt Smith get
the giggles on the red
carpet as it's revealed
she will replace Rooney
Mara in the next Girl
with the Dragon Tattoo
film

Give us a peck, pet!
Geordie Shore's Marnie
Simpson locks lips with
new beau Casey
Johnson as they pack
on the PDA at Aaron
Chalmers' MMA match

Wonder in white! Ariel
Winter shows off her
curvy figure in skin tight
skimpy dress at star-
studded pre-Emmy
party

Effortless style! Reese
Witherspoon dons cute
blouse with fitted jeans
in Los Angeles... as she
looks forward to
possible Emmy wins
 

'They're just dear
friends': Nicki Minaj and
Nas spark relationship
rumors as they cozy up
at his NYC birthday
bash... but pals say it's
nothing romantic

Christian Bale leaves
LA restaurant looking
full-figured as he
prepares to play Dick
Cheney in upcoming
movie Backseat

Chloe Lloyd
smoulders in a
revealing sheer dress
as she teases a look at
her bust while leading
the glamour at LFW's
Cutler and Gross bash

'It's starting to worry
me': Jennifer Lawrence
says motherhood is
getting 'less and less'
appealing with age
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Dionne Warwick, 72,
looks youthful as she
performs at charity
event in London... after
she shocked fans by
SNAPPING at Susanna
Reid in VERY tense
interview
 

Hollywood hottie!
Makeup free Shanina
Shaik flaunts her lithe
legs in tight leggings as
she takes a trip to Fred
Segal in LA 
 

Tatt's what they mean!
Angelina Jolie reveals
the secrets behind her
20 tattoos which include
a Tennessee Williams
quote and a Buddhist
prayer 
 

'I couldn't ask
questions!' DailyMail TV
host Jesse Palmer
confesses that Seal is
the most intimidating
celeb he's ever
interviewed

They're inseparable!
Meg Ryan holds hands
with smoking boyfriend
John Mellencamp as
they stroll together in
Manhattan
 

Kopy Kat! Justin
Bieber's ex Chantel
Jeffries channels
vintage Kim Kardashian
AGAIN in purple dress
for Pre-Emmy party
Chantel Jeffries copied a
vintage Kim look

Budding beauty!
Helena Bonham Carter,
51, looks every inch the
English rose in a quirky
floral dress at premiere
of her movie 55 Steps
during Toronto
International Film
Festival
 

Georgia May Jagger
flaunts her toned midriff
and tiny waist in skimpy
crop-top as she steps
out at glittering LFW
party
 

Going for bold! Former
Olympian Victoria
Pendleton goes back to
the eighties in
distinctive shoulder-
padded suit at Joshua
Kane's London Fashion
Week party

'I love what I see when
I get out of the shower'
Wendy Williams laughs
off rapper TI's passive
aggressive Instagram
rant about her body

Pregnant Sam Faiers
conceals her
blossoming bump in a
smock dress as she
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smock dress as she
joins lookalike mother
Suzanne and sister
Billie for a girls' night
out  
 

Ladies who lunch!
Priyanka Chopra leads
star-studded lineup in
strapless dress at
Glamour x Tory Burch
event with Laverne Cox
and America Ferrera

Tom Hardy swaps the
red carpet for the
octagon as he
celebrates his 40th
birthday cheering on
Geordie Shore's Aaron
Chalmers in MMA fight
with wife Charlotte Riley

Keeping things
classic! Eva Longoria
slips into a curve-
hugging LBD as she
promotes her new
fashion line in NYC
 

Jared, Ivanka and the
kids land in New Jersey
to spend the weekend
with President Trump in
Bedminster
 

Lena Dunham is
sophisticated chic as
she dresses in off-the-
shoulder all black
ensemble at party for
her blog Lenny in New
York

Lisa Snowdon, 45,
flaunts her model legs
in flamboyant colourful
trousers as she leads
the stars at
photographer Richard
Young's birthday dinner
 

Braless Jessie J strips
down to a see-through
thong bodysuit as she
shows off her sexiest
look yet in racy S&M-
inspired clip for new
single Think About That
 

'I was at the end of my
rope': Yolanda Hadid
recalls the bitter
moment she thought
about ending her life
because she couldn't
bear to 'live one more
day' with agony of her
Lyme disease
 

Newly-single Fergie
looks giddy as she lives
it up in Brazil... as
estranged husband
Josh Duhamel takes
care of their son Axl 
 

Flower power! Molly
Sims sports a floral
blouse and skinny jeans
as she plants a kiss on
adorable youngest son
Grey
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She can do it all!
Supermodel Gisele
dazzles in sparkly
ensemble as she sings
on stage at Rock In Rio
festival

Emmerdale star Adam
Thomas and his
stunning wife Caroline
beam as they're
showered in confetti
after tying the knot in
sweet wedding day
video
 

'I'm not sure I have
much control over that!'
Actress Julianne Moore
reveals her former
agent said she wasn't
'pretty' enough for
casting directors 

Ready for fall! Karlie
Kloss bundles up in
long grey plaid coat and
fitted black trousers for
jaunt in NYC

'He won't pull any
punches:' Rapper
Stormzy 'will join Nicole
Scherzinger as her star
guest to help assess the
acts during X Factor's
tense Judges' Houses
round'
 

A latte love?
Inseparable Sofia
Richie, 19, and Scott
Disick, 34, enjoy
another coffee date and
shopping spree
 

Mom on the run!
Pregnant Rose Byrne
shows off her baby
bump in a motif tee as
she catches the subway
with sweet son Rocco 
 

Harry Dean Stanton,
famed for roles in Alien
and The Godfather II,
dies 'peacefully' at 91  
 

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Scene-
stealer Sheridan Smith
wears her art on her
sleeve
 

'Headed back to
Haddonfield one last
time': Jamie Lee Curtis
to reprise role of Laurie
Strode in Halloween
reboot 40 years after the
first film's release
 

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: How
comedian Alexander
Armstrong and his wife
Hannah were 'haunted
by the ghost of their
Norfolk terrier'
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Norfolk terrier'
 

Bayern Munich boss
Carlo Ancelotti invites
critics to 'big party' as
former Chelsea boss
rounds on opponents
after Bundesliga giants
stuttering start
 

Mollie King puts on a
leggy display in a tiny
blue mini skirt as she
takes a break from
Strictly rehearsals to
attend the Diversity in
Media Awards 
 

Family time! Kristin
Cavallari teams punky
leather jacket with a
patterned mini-dress as
she takes her three
children for a stroll
 

Starting him young!
Ivanka Trump's three-
year-old son Joseph
looks a bit overwhelmed
as he joins his parents
on Air Force base visit
to watch the President
speak to military
members
 

Avert your eyes! Lizzie
Cundy, 47, leaves
NOTHING to the
imagination as she
flaunts her toned figure
in a red bra and see-
through latex skirt at
Joshua Kane show 
 

'I couldn't wait!'
Lauren Goodger sobs
as she reveals dating
jailbird ex was 'too
much pressure'... as
Denise Van Outen
delivers some home
truths

Welcome to the gun
show! Slimmed-down
Jonah Hill shows off his
flexed bicep... but his
female friend is more
interested in her phone
 

Back at it! Hollywood
star Rebel Wilson
announces new secret
film alongside Anne
Hathaway and Alex
Sharp following $4.5M
defamation win 
 

'It makes me feel
great!' Pregnant model
Sarah Stage shows off a
very trim tummy in a
tiny sports bra as she
films intense workout
video - a week before
she hits the nine month
mark
 

Meet the M-crowd:
Meghan Markle's
fashionable social circle
who are set to take
London by storm as her
romance with Prince
Harry gets ever more
serious 
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Pascal Craymer cuts a
cheerful figure at
Joshua Kane LFW
show... amid claims she
was 'dumped by love
interest Nick Knowles
for actress Olivia
Hallinan'
 

EXCLUSIVE: 'I had too
much to drink!' Human
Ken Doll Rodrigo Alves
wakes up with his new
veneers on his pillow...
after he's 'mugged' by
prostitutes in Marbella

'Mooch ado about
nothing!' Ryan Phillippe
snaps a selfie with
former White House
communications
director Anthony
Scaramucci
They had very different
routes to fame.

'It got out of hand!'
Love Island's Scott
Thomas 'arrested for
assaulting girlfriend
Kady McDermott in
drunken row' which led
to 'night in a jail cell'

'She was bummed not
to get it': Jennifer
Lawrence auditioned for
the role of Serena van
der Woodsen in Gossip
Girl but lost out to Blake
Lively
 

Leggy Lindsay Lohan
dazzles in a cream satin
gown as she settles into
the FROW at Madrid
Fashion Week  
 

Don't they scrub up
well! Emmy Rossum
and William H Macy are
best dressed as
Shameless stars
celebrate Emma
Kenney's 18th birthday
 

Adriana Lima shows
off her model figure in
skinny jeans as she
enjoys a low-key day in
NYC with boyfriend
Metin Hara
 

Because she's worth
it! PR maven Roxy
Jacenko treats herself
AGAIN with a
pampering session at
Bondi hair salon with
Chanel handbag in tow 
 

Busty Olivia Buckland
flashes her massive leg
tattoos in racy thigh-
high split joggers as
she steps out at London
Fashion Week
 

Floral fancy! Chic
Miranda Kerr puts on a
leggy display in a
yellow printed mini-
dress as she continues
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dress as she continues
NYC fashion parade 
 

Channing Tatum wears
a blond wig and
princess gown as he
shimmies to Let It Go
on Ellen... after
accepting a dare from
co-star Halle Berry
 

'Life just got real!' Lara
Trump shares hilarious
snap of husband Eric
looking VERY confused
while buying diapers,
before the couple takes
newborn son Luke
home for the very first
time
 

Mel B makes a bold
style statement in pink
flared trousers as she
prepares to face-off
against estranged
husband Stephen
Belafonte in latest court
battle 
 

Gwyneth Paltrow's
Goop shares guide to
dressing 'like a boss',
telling women they need
to buy VERY pricey
designer items -
including $1,595 boots,
$2,410 leather culottes
and a $5,400 Rolex
 

Chloë Grace Moretz
wraps up in cosy layers
as she larks around
with an umbrella during
drizzly filming for
thriller The Widow in
Ireland
 

'Your eyes stole all my
words away': Defiant
Chloe Green posts
loved-up snap with
felon beau Jeremy
Meeks... as his
devastated wife reveals
heartbreak

'How do you keep
things spicy?' Fergie
dodges awkward
questions about her sex
life days before split...
as Josh Duhamel is
linked to Olivia Munn
 

It's a miracle: One-
armed, one-eyed model
Lauren Scruggs wakes
on water for first time
since almost losing her
life six years ago when
she walked into plane
propeller
 

Plus-size model Iskra
Lawrence slips into a
pair of VERY daring
brown PVC trousers as
she sits front row at
Bora Aksu show at
London Fashion Week
 

The one mum-to-be
who just can't wait to
hear her baby cry all
night: Inspiring woman
who captured the
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nation's hearts when
she was suddenly able
to hear at 40 reveals she
is now pregnant 
 

'It was so devastating':
Joanna Kerns reveals
she underwent a double
mastectomy just one
week before Growing
Pains co-star Alan
Thicke's sudden death
 

Kathy Griffin's sister
Joyce, 65, dies of
cancer three years after
their brother passed
following battle against
the disease
 

'Pregnant AF!' Heidi
Montag parties with
Courtney Stodden at
baby shower... as
doctors warn she could
go into labour early
 

Having a wheely good
time! Leonardo
DiCaprio enjoys another
NYC bike ride amid
claims he's reunited
with model ex Toni
Garrn
 

Not exactly model
behavior! Kendall
Jenner and Bella Hadid
pose without
underwear, spreading
their legs and covering
their modesty with
purses, in provocative
Alexander Wang shoot
 

Mel B, 42, parades her
enviably toned figure in
a sexy skintight catsuit
and thigh-high boots as
she chats to Spice Girls
superfan rapper Amine
 

Daisy Lowe puts on a
VERY busty display as
she showcases curves
in tiny underwear set
before LFW shows
Daisy Lowe sent
temperatures soaring 

Feeling nostalgic? Kim
Kardashian posts
sizzling bikini snap and
busty throwback shots
from 2008 Pussycat
Dolls performance in
Vegas
 

James 'Arg' Argent
gives a glimpse of his
new nose after
undergoing £6,500
plastic surgery to
remove bump and
reduce the size of his
nostrils
 

That doesn't make
scents! Kim Kardashian
West confuses orchids
and gardenias as she
teases the upcoming
launch of her EIGHTH
fragrance
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Chantelle Connelly
sports mysterious
plaster over her abs as
she unleashes her inner
animal at activity centre
 

Winter (shopping) is
coming! Game of
Thrones star Sophie
Turner embraces casual
chic on New York City
spending spree with
boyfriend Joe Jonas
 

'We are ridiculously
happy!' Big Brother's
Laura Carter reveals
she is 16 weeks
pregnant... after
conceiving the baby
with boyfriend Tony
during trip to Las Vegas
 

Rocco Ritchie
continues to embrace
his love of vintage
fashion as he steps out
in London... amid
claims he is moving to
New York
 

Take A Bow!
Glamorous Rihanna
dazzles as she slips into
an ethereal white dress
while going braless ...
as she makes a stylish
exit from Diamond Ball  

Pregnant Danniella
Westbrook 'boasts after
being confronted with
£800 bill after trashing
hotel room during
furious argument with
fiancé Alan Thomason'

Ow! Kate Wright
shares snap of
bandaged foot following
mystery injury... just
days after revealing
she's quitting showbiz
to focus on Rio
Ferdinand

Matthew Perry, 48,
looks happy and
healthy as he is
pictured with a mystery
woman... just one
month after cutting
dishevelled figure on
his birthday

'ARE YOU F***ING
KIDING ME': Busy
Philipps has social
media meltdown after
being confused with
Sarah Huckabee,
expressing her anger in
series of tweets and
Instagram videos
 

'She can't help herself,
she's so happy they're
giving it another go':
Danielle Armstrong
'rekindles romance with
ex Daniel Spiller'... days
after revealing weight
loss following their
split 
 

Pretty in pink!
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Pretty in pink!
Pregnant Jessica Alba
puts her growing baby
bump on display in rose
colored dress with floral
kimono
 

Nina Agdal flashes her
toned abs in a plunging
crop top as she strolls
through NYC with her
new boyfriend Jack
Brinkley-Cook
 

'That guy has made
millions out of me!'
Jamie Durie sued by
former business
manager Mike Curnow
while facing damages of
over $800,000 after
three-and-a-half year
court battle
 

She knows how to
cause a Storm! Tallia
steals the show by
flaunting her incredibly
peachy derriere in
quirky see-through post
it note skirt at LFW

Back to his Best?
Calum and a bikini-clad
mystery brunette get
hands on while
holidaying in Ibiza... as
he faces backlash from
Celebs Go Dating fans 
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Weight Watchers
Vegetarian? Gluten Free?
Higher carb? We've got a
range of options. Get
started now >

Manos
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